Given the network latency variability observed in data centers, applications' performance is also determined by their placement within the data centre. We present NoMora, a cluster scheduling architecture whose core is represented by a latency-driven, application performance-aware, cluster scheduling policy. The policy places the tasks of an application taking into account the expected performance based on the measured network latency between pairs of hosts in the data center. Furthermore, if a tenant's application experiences increased network latency, and thus lower application performance, their application may be migrated to a better placement. Preliminary results show that our policy improves the overall average application performance by up to 13.4% and by up to 42% if preemption is enabled, and improves the task placement latency by a factor of 1.79× and the median algorithm runtime by 1.16× compared to a random policy on the Google cluster workload. This demonstrates that application performance can be improved by exploiting the relationship between network latency and application performance, and the current network conditions in a data center, while preserving the demands of low-latency cluster scheduling.
Introduction
Cloud computing has revolutionised the way businesses use computing infrastructure. Instead of building their own data centers, companies rent com-puting resources from cloud providers (e.g., Amazon AWS, Google Cloud Platform, or Microsoft Azure), and deploy their applications on cloud provider hardware. Network latency variability is still common in multi-tenant data centers [49, 11, 51, 34, 41] , and even small amounts of delay, in the order of tens of microseconds, may lead to significant drops in application performance [53, 42] . An important factor in achieving predictable application performance is understanding the networking requirements of the application in terms of bandwidth and latency. Once these requirements have been determined, they have to be incorporated into the data center management stack. This can be done in-network, through scheduling [5, 12, 35] or prioritising [18, 6, 15, 13] the application's flows, and-or at the end-host, through bandwidth allocation [26] . In these situations, the placement of the application's tasks is assumed to be known before incorporating its network resource demands. If the tasks' placements are not known a priori or if they can be changed, the network resource demands can be incorporated at a higher level in the data center management stack, namely in the cluster scheduler. Previous work ( §8) has looked at providing network bandwidth and tail latency guarantees, and, as a result, the application would meet its performance guarantees. However, none of the cluster schedulers have placed an application's tasks according to their expected performance as predicted by the current network conditions. In this work, we change the viewpoint: if the tenant wants a certain performance for their application, what network conditions does the application need in terms of latency? If we know how the application reacts to latency and the current network conditions, then we can place the tenant's application in the data center ensuring the best performance achievable under the current network conditions. Furthermore, network bandwidth demands could be incorporated in the placement decision, or previous systems ( §8) can be used to meet them.
The relationship between network latency and application performance can help cloud customers to determine the performance their application can achieve under certain network conditions and can guide cloud operators in selecting the network latency ranges that best suit the needs of their customers. By measuring dynamically the network latency in the data center and having a model of the application performance dependent upon network latency, the expected application performance under the measured network conditions can be determined.
In this work, we first determine experimentally this relationship for several popular cloud-based applications (key-value store and machine learning applications running on different frameworks) by injecting fixed amounts of latency within the network between the components of an application on a custom testbed [53, 42] . Further, we show how the results of these experiments can be used to build functions that predict application performance based upon network latency for the selected cloud applications. These functions are then abstracted in a way in which they can be understood by a cluster scheduler. We use these functions in a cluster scheduling architecture, NoMora 1 , that extends the Firmament [17] cluster scheduling framework. The core of NoMora is a cluster scheduling policy that places the tasks of an application (job) taking into account the expected performance based on the measured network latency between pairs of hosts in the data center. Furthermore, if a tenant's application experiences increased network latency, and thus lower application performance, the application may be migrated to a different host.
A commonality of the cluster workloads released 1 mora means delay in Latin, so the name refers to applications being scheduled to not have network delay affecting their performance by companies is that they do not include information related to networking demands, e.g., network bandwidth, or how latency-sensitive the application is. Therefore, this lack of information represents a challenge when developing new cluster scheduling policies that try to improve application performance while considering networking demands. To overcome this challenge, we augment the traces with application performance predictions dependent upon network latency determined experimentally in Section 3. This represents a first step towards a comprehensive cluster workload which includes not only the usual information (CPU, RAM, etc.), but also information related to network resources required, thus offering a full picture of the applications deployed.
In this paper, we make the following contributions:
• Building functions that predict application performance from experimental data, and a way to abstract and map these functions to a cluster scheduling policy.
• A cluster scheduling architecture NoMora that uses these performance functions and measurements of network conditions, and whose core is represented by a latency-driven, application performance-aware, cluster scheduling policy.
• An evaluation of our policy using well-known cluster workloads augmented with our performance predictions and network latency measurements conducted in previous work [39] , showing notable improvement in the overall average application performance compared to the baselines.
Motivation
We run an experiment with a Memcached server running in one VM, and four clients running on five different VMs in one cloud provider (Microsoft Azure). The clients send requests to the server using the Mutilate [31] benchmark for a period of time, and we measure the number of requests per second reported by the benchmark. We perform this experiment ten times using the same setup (same specifications for hosts and the same software), but in three different settings. The VMs were deployed in the Korea South zone (KS), then in the UK South zone on a Sunday evening, when there the network is less utilized [41] ), and again in the UK South zone during the day on Monday after restarting the VMs. Figure 1 shows the performance obtained in the three cases normalised with respect to the maximum obtained performance (in UK South during Sunday evening). The performance obtained differs between the three different scenarios, and even within the same zone, with less than 80% of the performance achieved in the second scenario, and with only 50% performance achieved in the first scenario. There is a performance difference depending on the placement of the application and the current network conditions in the data center. In this situation, knowing how the application reacts to network conditions would guide the placement within the data center. If the application is already running and the network conditions change, reducing the application's performance, then it can be migrated to a different placement. In a different experiment, we observed that network latency is not constant between VMs, as can be seen from Figure 2 during an experiment run during the week of 27th of January 2019. In this experiment we measured the Round-Trip Time (RTT) overal several hours (10 million measurements) using UDP probes between two basic type VMs rented from a different cloud provider (GCP). The first two experiments use the same VMs during different periods of time, and as can be seen the results are similar. For the third run, we restarted the VMs, and got different latencies than in the previous two cases. 3 Predicting application performance
Obtaining experimental data
Each application has a certain performance metric (see Table 1 ). To determine the relationship between network latency and application performance, we inject increasing amounts of latency in a networked system using a custom hardware device [53, 42] , and we measure how the application performance changes depending on the network latency. We first determine a baseline application performance, where the application runs on a number of hosts with optimal performance for the workload and on that specific setup (see Table 1 ). Each host has an Intel Xeon E5-2430L v2 Ivy Bridge CPU with six cores, running at 2.4GHz with 64GB RAM, and is equipped with an Intel X520 NIC with two SFP+ ports, being connected at 10Gbps through an Arista 7050Q switch. The hosts run Ubuntu Server 16.04, kernel version 4.4.0-75-generic. After the baseline performance is determined for each application, we introduce a constant latency value between a host (on which the server/the master component of an application runs) and the other hosts (on which the clients/the workers of an application run) in both directions (send and receive), sweeping the range of values between 1µs and 500µs. Thus, the total latency values introduced range between 2µs and 1000µs. The results can be seen in Figure 3 in the 'Actual' line. These values are in addition to the baseline latency of the networked system. We chose values in this range based on the network latency values that we measured in different cloud providers in a previous work [41] . The application performance is measured for each injected latency value, and the experiments are run for each value a sufficient number of times to ensure reproducibility. This fixed amount of latency can represent latency due to the distance between two hosts, which is mostly the propagation delay, but it may also represent other fixed delays, such as the inherent delay within network apparatus, e.g., NICs, switches. However, increased network utilisation can lead to higher latency even if two hosts are close to each other.
Modeling performance
We construct a function that predicts application performance dependent upon network latency for each application. To model the relationship between network latency and application performance, we use SciPy's [46] curve fit function, which uses nonlinear least squares to fit a function p, to the experimental data. The curve fit returns optimal values for the parameters, so that the sum of the squared er-ror of p(x data, parameters) − y data is minimised. The function has one independent variable, the static latency, and the dependent variable is the application's performance metric. We additionally use the standard deviation of the results as a parameter for the curve fit function. We first normalise the values of the application performance with respect to the baseline performance. We then model the relationship between network latency and normalised application performance by fitting a polynomial function to the results, where the independent variable is the static latency, and the dependent variable is the normalised performance: N ormalised perf ormance = p(static latency) (1)
Key-value store: Memcached
Memcached [32] is a widely used, in-memory, keyvalue store for arbitrary data. Clients can access the data stored in a memcached server remotely over the network. We use the Mutilate [31] Memcached load generator, with the Facebook "ETC" workload, taken from [8] , which is considered representative of general-purpose key-value stores. We consider Memcached's application performance metric the number of queries per second (QPS). The resulting model is shown in Figure 3a and in Equation 2. This model does not capture the baseline performance, nor small static latency values. Therefore, the model needs to have two functions: a constant function, whose value is the baseline performance, and a logarithmic function fit on the experimental data. The first function gives the performance up to the threshold latency value beyond which the application performance starts to drop, e.g., 40µs. The Figure 3a does not show the first function. 
Machine Learning applications
STRADS Lasso Regression STRADS [24, 25] is a distributed framework for machine learning algorithms targeted to moderate cluster sizes between 1 and 100 machines. We evaluate the impact of network latency on the Lasso Regression [48] application implemented in this framework. The network communication pattern can be represented as a star, with a central coordinator and scheduler on the master server, while workers communicate only with this master server. Since we do not allow the use of stale parameters during iterations (no pipelining) and the injected network latency does not change the scheduling of the parameters, the application performance metric can be represented by the job completion time, named in the next sections the training time. The results are shown in Figure 3b and in Equation 3. The first function is the constant baseline performance up to 20µs.
Spark GLM Regression We use Apache Spark [47] 's machine learning library (MLlib), on top of which we run the GLM regression benchmark from Spark-Perf [14] . We run Spark 1.6.3 in standalone mode. Spark follows a master-worker model. Spark supports broadcast and shuffle, which means that the workers do not communicate only with the master, but also between themselves, but even so, small latencies injected between every pair of hosts do not affect its performance. We use as application performance metric the training time, e.g., the time taken to train a model. The results are shown in Figure 3c and in Equation 4. The first function is the constant baseline performance up to 200µs.
Tensorflow Handwritten Digits Recognition
Tensorflow [1] is a widely used machine learning framework. We use the MNIST dataset [29] for the handwriting recognition task as input data, and Softmax Regression for the training of the model. Tensorflow follows a master-worker model. The application performance metric used is the training time, similarly to Spark's performance metric. We use the synchronise replicas option, which means that the parameter updates from workers are aggregated before being applied in order to avoid stale gradients.
The results are shown in Figure 3d and in Equation 5. The first function is the constant baseline performance up to 40µs.
Finding a general relationship between an application's performance and network latency is not easy. We sought to limit the influence of other factors (OS impact on application, number of cores, number of machines in the setup) on the measured application performance, leaving only the effect of network latency on the application performance. By fitting a naive model to the experimental datasets determined in this section, we took a first step towards building a more general model. A system that benchmarks the application performance under different configurations and network conditions would help in building a complete application performance profile. Such a system would be used to predict the application performance under different circumstances. The predictions can then be used to inform cloud operators and users in order to find the optimal placement under given network conditions.
Background on cluster scheduling
NoMora extends the Firmament cluster scheduler [17] . We chose to extend Firmament because it is a centralised scheduler that considers the entire workload across the whole cluster, making it straightforward to incorporate the network latency measured between every pair of hosts in the cluster, and due to its low latency (sub-second) task placement [17] . Firmament exposes an API to implement scheduling policies, that may incorporate different task constraints. A scheduling policy defines a flow network representing the cluster, where the nodes define tasks and resources. The policy can also use task profiles to guide the task placement through preference arcs to machines that meet the criteria desired by the task. Events such as task arrival, task completion, machine addition to the cluster, or machine removal from the cluster, change the flow network. When cluster events change the flow network, Firmament's min-cost flow solver computes the optimal flow on the updated flow network. The updates to the flow network caused by the cluster events are not applied while the solver runs, but only after the solver finishes computing the optimal solution. After the solver finishes running, Firmament extracts the task placements from the optimal flow, and applies these changes in the cluster. We next give an overview of how the cluster scheduling problem is mapped to the minimum-cost maximum-flow optimisation problem, as described in Quincy [21] and Firmament [17] .
Flow network Firstly, we provide a high-level overview of the structure of the flow network, which can be seen in Figure 4 . By flow network we refer to a directed graph where each arc has a capacity and a cost to send flow across that arc. Each submitted task T i,j , representing task j of job J i , is represented by a vertex in the graph, and it generates one unit of flow. The sink S drains the flow generated by the submitted tasks. A task vertex needs to send a unit of flow along a path composed of directed arcs in the graph to the sink S. The path can pass through a vertex that corresponds to a machine (host) M m , meaning the task is scheduled to run on that machine, or it can pass through a special vertex for the unscheduled tasks of that job U i , meaning that the task is not scheduled. In this way, even if the task is not scheduled to run, the flow generated by this task is routed through the unscheduled aggregator to the sink.
The graph can have an arc between every task and every machine, but this would make prohibitive the computation of an optimal scheduling solution in a short time, as the graph would scale linearly with the number of machines in the cluster. To reduce the number of arcs in the graph, a cluster aggregator X and rack aggregators R r have been introduced in Quincy, inspired by the topology of a typical data center. The cost of the arc between a task and the cluster aggregator is the maximum cost across all of the machines in the cluster. Similarly, the cost of the arc between a task and a rack aggregator R r is the maximum cost across all of the machines in that rack. It can be easily seen that the costs to the cluster and rack aggregators serve as a conservative approximation, providing an upper bound for a set of resources that are grouped together.
Capacity assignment Each arc in the flow network has a capacity c for flow, bounded by c min and c max . In Firmament and Quincy, c min is usually zero, while c max depends on the type of vertices connected by the arc and on the cost model. Given that the minimum capacity is zero, it is omitted from here onwards, with only the maximum capacity values being presented. The capacity of an arc between a task and any other vertex is 1. If a machine has C cores and a rack has m machines, the capacity of an arc between a rack aggregator and a machine is C, and the capacity of an arc between the cluster aggregator and a rack is C × m = Cm. The capacity of an arc between a machine and the sink is C. The capacity between an unscheduled aggregator U i and the sink S is represented by the difference between the maximum number of tasks to run concurrently for a job J i , F i , and the minimum number of tasks to run concurrently for job
is the total number of tasks in job J i . These limits can be used to ensure a fair allocation of runnable tasks between jobs [21] . In the NoMora policy, this capacity is set to 1.
Cost assignment The cost on an arc represents how much it costs to schedule any task that can send flow on this arc on any machine that is reachable via this arc.
Task to machine arc: The cost on the arc between a task vertex T i,j and a machine vertex M m is denoted by d i,j,m , and is computed according to information regarding the task and machine. In most cases, this cost is being decreased by how much the task has already run, β i,j .
Task to resource aggregator arc: The cost on the arc between a task vertex T i,j and a rack aggregator vertex R r , denoted c i,j,r , represents the cost to schedule the task on any machine within the rack, and is set to the worst case cost amongst all costs across that rack. The cost on the arc between a task vertex T i,j and the cluster aggregator X, denoted by b i,j , represents the cost to schedule the task on any machine within the cluster, and is set to the worst case cost amongst all costs across the cluster.
Task to unscheduled aggregator arc: The cost on the arc between a task vertex T i,j and the unscheduled aggregator U i , denoted by a i,j , is usually larger than any other costs in the flow network. The cost on this arc increases as a function of the task's wait time, in order to force the task to be scheduled, and it is scaled by a constant wait time factor ω, which increases the cost of tasks being unscheduled.
Preemption: If preemption is enabled, the scheduler can preempt a task that it is running on a machine, which means the flow pertaining to that task is routed via the unscheduled aggregator, or migrate the task to a different machine, meaning that the flow is routed via that new machine's vertex. If preemption is not enabled, then a scheduled task will have in the flow network only the arc to the machine that it is currently running on, with all the other arcs being removed once the task is scheduled.
NoMora

Architecture
We combine the following three elements in the NoMora cluster scheduling architecture, where (1) and (2) offer inputs to (3): (1) functions that predict application performance dependent upon network latency; (2) network latency measurement sys-tem; (3) the latency-driven application performanceaware cluster scheduling policy implemented on top of the Firmament cluster scheduler. The functions that predict application performance dependent upon network latency were determined in Section 3. The second component of the architecture is the network latency measurement system. Systems such as PTPmesh [40] , Pingmesh [20] or NetNORAD [2] , can provide the most recently measured network latency between hosts. Due to the scale of data centers, these systems do not run probes between every pair of hosts, but instead choose fewer hosts to ensure the largest coverage. Additionally, they set a minimum probing interval to bound the network traffic generated. The data collected by these systems is fed to the cluster scheduler to aid in making task placement or migration decisions. Default latency values can be determined based on the network topology of the data center to be used instead of the actual measured latencies if these are unavailable. The third component of the system, the policy, is discussed in the following section.
Latency-driven, application performance-aware, policy
We propose a new latency-driven, application performance-aware, policy whose goal is to place distributed applications in a data center in a manner that gives them improved application performance. This generally leads to grouping tasks as close as possible, in a rack or on the same machine, for the applications for which latency matters, such as Memcached or machine learning frameworks (STRADS, Tensorflow). For the tasks that do not fit within the same rack or on the same machine, the policy finds the machine that offers the best application performance amongst the available placements. On the other hand, applications like Spark for which additional latency of up to one millisecond does not matter will have more freedom when being placed within the data center. Furthermore, if the network conditions change, a task whose performance degrades can be migrated to a better placement.
Since the applications we studied in Section 3 are client-server applications or worker-master applica-tions, we consider that the server/the master has a special role, because it has to be running before the clients/workers. We call the server (for client-server applications) / the master (for master-workers applications) the root task. Thus, the policy needs to schedule the root task first. The root task is scheduled immediately in any place available in the cluster. The other tasks of the job (clients/workers) are not scheduled until the root task is scheduled. While this adds delay in scheduling for these tasks, the delay is minimal, since they will be scheduled in the next scheduling round based on the placement of the root task. In our policy, a task's placement does not depend on a machine's architectural properties (CPU, RAM, etc.) or on the properties of the tasks that run a machine, but on the placement of another task (the root task), and on the network latency between a machine considered for the task's placement and the root task's placement. Our policy uses to assign costs to arcs the application performance predictions and network latency measurements between hosts to determine the expected application performance.
In summary, the placement of a task follows these steps: 1. the root task is scheduled on any available machine; 2. if a task that is not a root task enters the system at the same time as the root task, or before the root task is scheduled, it will not be scheduled, waiting instead;
3. if the root task is scheduled, then a new task's placement is determined based on the application performance prediction, and current network latencies to the root task's placement.
Flow network
The flow network is similar to the one in Figure 4 . Arcs are defined between a task and the potential machines on which it can run, and each arc has a cost computed using the application performance predictions dependent upon network latency for each application. When a job is submitted, the root task T i,0 is assigned a single arc to the cluster aggregator, with a cost of 0, which means that the root task will be scheduled immediately on any available machine. After it is scheduled, the root task will have an arc from the root task to the machine it is running on. The other tasks of the job will wait for the root to be scheduled first, and they do not have any arcs initially. After the root task is scheduled, each task T i,j will have preference arcs to the cluster aggregator X, to rack aggregators R r and machines M m based on the cost to schedule the task on those resources and on the parameters of the policy.
Cost assignment The cost assignment is also called cost model [17] . NoMora's cost assignment is similar to Quincy's cost assignment [21] . The Quincy policy considers in the cost computation data locality, task wait time (the time a task waits before being scheduled) and how much time a task has run before being preempted (preemption cost). These factors are considered because having good data locality reduces the job's runtime in the scenario considered by Quincy, but finding a good placement can mean waiting more time until a suitable machine is free (the task wait time increases), or preempting a task that is already running (if this task is restarted from the beginning on another machine, then the time the task has already run is lost). Instead of considering data locality, in NoMora we consider the cost to the root task computed based on application performance prediction dependent upon network latency for a job (as built in Section 3), combined with measured network latency between the root task machine and the machine under consideration. Similarly to the Quincy cost model, in NoMora we also factor the task wait time when computing the cost of the arc to the unscheduled aggregator, and, if preemption is enabled, the preemption cost in the arc cost computation. Table 2 provides on overview of the costs NoMora assigns to different arcs.
Assuming the root task is running on machine M root and a task j, T i,j , of job J i can be scheduled on machine M m , then the cost of the arc from T i,j to M m is:
where p(max(latency(M root , M m ))) is the expected application performance for the measured network latency between machine M root and machine
Arc
Capacity M m , as determined in Section 3. I invert the performance because, when the performance is smaller, the cost assigned to the arc is higher, making the machine to which the arc points to less desirable for running the task on. Since in data centers typically there are multiple paths between two machines, in order to be conservative, we use the maximum latency value measured between the two machines because, due to ECMP, we cannot know which of the available paths the application's flows will take. Preempting a task presents a trade-off between migrating the task to a better placement and the amount of time the task has already run (on the current machine or on a different one) [3] . If preemption is enabled, the amount of time the task has already run, β i,j , can be subtracted from the cost(T i,j , R r ). This leads to less task migrations happening, because it becomes less advantageous to preempt a task and restart it on another machine after migration as more time the task is running, essentially wasting the work that has already been done.
Similarly, the cost of the arc from T i,j to rack R r is the cost to the worst cost machine in rack r: c i,j,r = cost(T i,j , R r ) = max m∈r 1 p(max(latency(M root , M m ))) (8) where p(max(latency(M root , M m ))) is the expected application performance for the measured network latency between machine M root and a machine M m in rack r. Similarly, to be conservative due to ECMP, we take the maximum value of the latencies between M root and M m .
The cost to the cluster aggregator X is the cost to the worst cost rack, which is obtained by taking the maximum of the costs to racks.
The cost to the unscheduled aggregator U i is computed using the task's wait time, α i,j , scaled by a constant factor ω ( §4), to which a constant cost factor γ, that is larger than any other possible arc costs, is added.
The costs on the arcs are rounded to two significant digits, and then multiplied by a factor of 100, since the costs must be integer numbers for the solver to understand. For a performance of 1, the cost is 1 1 × 100 = 100. For a performance of 0.1, the cost is 1 0.1 × 100 = 1000. The cost to the unscheduled aggregator is offset by γ, greater than all the other possible costs.
Since the network latency is not constant in a data center, as shown in Section 2, the costs associated with the arcs are updated based on the latest measured network latency values, and as a result, the preference arcs for the tasks are updated. If preemption is enabled, the cost of the arcs for a running task will also be updated.
Cost model parameters The cost model has two main parameters: p m , threshold for the cost on an arc to a machine in order for that machine to be on the preferred list of machines on which the task can run, and p r , threshold for the cost on an arc to a rack in order for that rack to be on the preferred list of racks in which the task can run. The first preference list comprises the machines on which the application may run to achieve the desired performance. This list should be kept small for the scheduling latency to take a reasonable amount of time. But having a small preference list means the application's placement options are limited. To mitigate this, the second preference list, which comprises the racks on which the application may run, was introduced. The second list is smaller than the first one, since the number of racks is smaller than the number of machines. This allows a bigger threshold to be set for the second parameter of the model, offering more placement options for the application's tasks, while keeping the first preference list small.
NoMora evaluation
We evaluate NoMora in simulation, using the same simulator as for Firmament's evaluation, extended to provide network latency measurements between pairs of hosts, and to update them during the simulation. Secondly, we added application performance predictions dependent upon network latency per job and per task (same function for all tasks of a job). Finally, we implemented the policy that uses these predictions and the latency measurements to compute task placements.
Cluster workloads No information about the network communication patterns between a job's tasks, nor about their sensitivity to network latency are provided in public cluster workloads. Thus, we have assigned the network latency to application performance functions determined in Section 3 to the jobs in the Google workload [43] . We did not include the single task jobs, as they do not communicate with any other task. We used 24 hours of the trace.
Application performance predictions dependent upon network latency The predictions are discretised in steps of 10µs, and are stored in a hash table for each job. The network latency value between two machines is rounded to the nearest latency value for which the prediction function has an entry in the hash table. For the latency values in the used traces that are outside the interval of defined values, we use the smallest performance value defined for that function. The different prediction functions are assigned randomly in different proportions to the jobs. For the experiments presented in this section, 50% of the jobs use the Memcached prediction, 25% of the jobs use the STRADS prediction and 25% the Tensorflow prediction. This scenario is one of the most challenging, as Memcached is the most latency sensitive application that we studied. we did not use the Spark prediction, which is almost constant, as it would not be challenging to place such jobs. Given the functions built in Section 3, for which the normalised performance does not drop below 0.1, we set γ = 1001 for the simulation.
Network latency measurements The simulator leverages the network latency measurements dataset from [41] . With 18 week-long traces provided, we further divide each trace in 7 (for each day of the week), and we assign them to machine pairs considering the physical distance between servers as a criterion. Assuming a typical fat-tree topology for a data center [4] and based on the latency values measured in Azure by [45] , we use the traces with the lowest values for machine pairs located in the same rack (6 traces -GCE), the traces with intermediate values for machine pairs located within the same pod (6 traces -Azure), and the traces with the largest values for machines located in different pods (6 traces -EC2). These traces are used to provide the latency values between hosts for the duration of the simulation, which is one day. Since we do not have different traces for each machine pair, we scale the values of each trace using a coefficient between 0.8 and 1.2, selected randomly for intra-pod and inter-pod values. For the traces within the rack, we scale them between 0.5 and 1. For the latency values between cores on the same server we use a small constant. Latency values from traces are provided every second in the simulation, in total 86, 400 per day between every pair of hosts in the cluster.
Topology We use the Google workload of 12,500 machines [43] . The machines used in the workload are grouped into racks and pods at the beginning and during the simulation. We set the number of machines per rack to 48, and the number of racks per pod to 16. The results will be influenced by the number of hosts per rack and the number of racks per pod due to the assignment of the different cloud latency traces. These two numbers were chosen to reproduce a small cluster. However, if there are more hosts per rack and more racks per pod, then there will be a greater chance to fit all the tasks of a job in the same rack or in the same pod, meaning the job will have a good overall application performance.
We performed experiments with the settings of the Facebook data center topology (192 hosts per rack and 48 racks per pod) [7] , but for a cluster of only 12,500 machines as the one presented in the Google trace, it means there is only one complete pod and an incomplete one, with a total of approximately 260 racks. The overall application performance in this case is very high due to the small network latencies assigned between the hosts within the same rack. Evaluation metrics Through the evaluation of the NoMora cluster scheduling policy, we seek to answer the following questions:
• does NoMora's placement improve application performance compared to a random placement policy and a load-spreading policy?
• how long does it take to compute a placement solution?
• how long does a task have to wait before it runs?
In order to know if our policy improves application performance compared to other policies, we compute the average application performance. This metric measures NoMora's task placement quality. It is computed as the application performance determined by the network latency in every measurement interval divided by the maximum application performance that could be achieved in every measurement interval, and it is computed for the job's total runtime.
The algorithm runtime is the time it takes for Firmament's min-cost max-flow algorithm to run. We compare our policy's runtime with other Firmament policies' runtimes to ensure that our policy is scalable when run by a centralised cluster scheduler. Additionally, the time it takes to compute the applications' placements in a round gives an indication of the time interval that is needed between latency measurements. For example, if the algorithm runtime would be in the order of minutes, running latency measurements every few seconds would not be useful, since the measurements accumulated over the scheduler's runtime would not be used by the scheduler. On the other hand, if the algorithm runtime is in the order of milliseconds, running latency measurements every second or few seconds is useful, the scheduler being able to use the most recent measurement data.
The task placement latency is the time between task submission and task placement. This metric includes the task wait time, which should be as short as possible, but also the time it takes for Firmament to update the flow network, Flowlessly's runtime and the time to iterate over the placements computed by Flowlessly. In the context of our policy, the metric also captures by how long the tasks are delayed when they are waiting for their root task to be placed first before them. Another metric that we looked at is the task response time, which is the time between a task's submission and its completion.
Placement quality
We compare the NoMora policy, using different parameter values for the cost model ( §5.2), with a random policy that uses fixed costs (tasks always schedule if resources are idle), and a load-spreading policy that balances the tasks across machines. We enable preemption only for the NoMora policy, since the two other policies would not benefit from preemption due to their different scheduling goals. The random policy schedules tasks if resources are available, thus migrating a task does not make sense, since the task is already running. The load-spreading policy schedules tasks based on current task counts on machines, thus potential task load imbalance can be handled by scheduling new tasks on less loaded machines instead of migrating already running tasks on the less loaded machines.
The results for the average application performance for different policies can be seen in Figure 5 . we compute the area marked by the y-axis, the CDF, and the straight horizontal line with y = 1, for each policy. According to this computation, the maximum area corresponding to the maximum average application performance across applications is 100%, and it would be obtained for a vertical line at x = 100%. Next, we subtract from the NoMora policies areas the random and load-spreading areas to assess the placement improvement given by the NoMora policy. The total area for the random policy is 47.2%, while for the load-spreading policy it is 46.8%. For the NoMora policy with parameters p m = 105 and p r = 110 the area is 60.2%, NoMora with param-eters p m = 105 and p r = 110 and preemption enabled is 59%, NoMora with parameters p m = 110 and p r = 115 is 51.85%, and finally, NoMora with parameters p m = 105 and p r = 110, and preemption enabled with β i,j = 0, is 89.6%. The maximum overall improvement without preemption enabled is 13% over the random policy and 13.4% over the loadspreading policy, and is obtained for NoMora with parameters p m = 105 and p r = 110. If preemption is enabled and β i,j = 0 (the time already executed by a task is not considered in the arc cost computation), the improvement is considerable, 42.4% over the random policy, and 42.8% over the load-spreading one.
The improvement in average application performance is not substantial when preemption is not enabled because of the root task's random placement, and also because of a smaller number of available places a task can be scheduled because of longrunning jobs that are set up at the beginning of the trace. The tasks of the jobs are placed in the best available slots in relation to the root task's placement. In this way, we constrain the available placements, and the policy searches for placements in relation to a known location rather than trying to find the a placement for all the tasks of a job simultaneously. We further explain the reason behind this design decision and its implications in Section 7.
It can be seen that the CDF of NoMora with preemption enabled has a different shape than the other policies. This is due to task preemption, which can correct the initial placement if it is not good (because of the random placement of the root task), and it can also migrate tasks when their current placement is not good anymore. The improvement provided by the NoMora policies without preemption is evident from Figure 5 , but it can also be seen that the CDFs start at approximately the same value (27%-28% average application performance), and have an initially similar shape to the random and load-spreading CDFs. On the other hand, for NoMora with preemption enabled, the minimum average application performance is 44% and 84% respectively, which means that the improvement in application performance happens across all jobs due to migration to better placements. 
Algorithm runtime
The algorithm runtime depends on the number of arcs from each task to the resources, but also on the cluster size. As the number of arcs or the cluster size increases, so does the algorithm runtime. The two parameters of the cost model ( §5.2) influence the number of arcs the graph has between task nodes and machine nodes or rack nodes, and hence the algorithm runtime, which depends on the flow network size and on the number of tasks considered per scheduling round. If the thresholds are lower, the preference lists will be smaller. In this case, the applications' performance will be higher (only high-quality placements considered), but they will have less placement options to be scheduled, and thus the wait time may increase. The tasks will have to wait for the machines that offer the performance desired to have empty slots. However, setting a high threshold means the preference lists will be larger, which could lead to an increase in the algorithm runtime. On the other hand, more placement options will be available for the tasks to be scheduled, reducing their wait time. In practice, the algorithm runtime may not neces- sarily increase. With more placement options available, the tasks may be scheduled sooner, thus leading to less tasks being scheduled per round, resulting in a decrease in the algorithm runtime per scheduling round. Figure 6 presents results for the algorithm runtime for the load-spreading policy, random policy and for the NoMora policy with and without preemption on the Google workload. The two parameters of the cost model are set as in the previous experiment. The random and load-spreading policies have a similar algorithm runtime, with a median runtime of 108ms-109ms. However, the two policies differ at the tail: for the random policy the 99 th percentile is 661ms and a maximum of 18.89s, while for load-spreading policy the 99 th percentile is 974ms and a maximum of 25.88s. For NoMora with parameters p m = 105 and p r = 110, the median algorithm runtime is 93ms (99 th percentile is 248ms, and maximum is 6.13s), an improvement of 1.61× for the median runtime, and 2.66× and 3.92× at the 99 th percentile, compared to the baselines. For NoMora with p m = 110 and p r = 115, median runtime is 72ms (99 th percentile is 486ms, and maximum is 39.55s). On the other hand, the maximum value for the algorithm runtime is considerable larger in the case of NoMora policies.
NoMora with parameters p m = 105 and p r = 110 with preemption enabled takes a considerable longer amount of time, because of the higher number of arcs in the flow network compared to the case when preemption is not enabled (the arc preferences of the tasks that are running are not removed, unlike when preemption is not enabled), and the updates made to the flow graph (adding or changing running arcs to resources), further resulting in a larger number of tasks considered per scheduling round. This also translates into a larger task placement latency ( §6.3). As can be seen from Figure 7 , the percentage of migrated tasks in the first case (NoMora with preemption enabled and already executed time for a task considered in the arc computation) is on average 0.022% per scheduling round, with a 99 th percentile of 0.5%. If β i,j = 0 (already executed time is not considered in the arc computation), a considerable number of task migrations take place: an average of 7.1% per scheduling round, with a 99 th percentile of 10.07%. This happens because the time a task has already run is ignored in the arc cost computation, meaning that the cost is based solely on the expected application performance under the given network conditions. The median algorithm runtime time is 373ms, the 99 th percentile is 511s and the maximum is 1719s, which is 3.45× larger than the baseline for the median runtime, and 773× larger than the baseline at the 99 th percentile. In the second case (β i,j = 0), the median running time is 1532s, the 99 th percentile 6610s, and the maximum is 7118s. This significant algorithm runtime means that preemption should be used with care. For example, only certain applications that explicitly demand to be migrated should be migrated, or migration can be triggered only if the application performance drops below a certain threshold. Figure 8 presents the task placement latency, which is at the median 436ms, 90 th percentile is 312ms and 99 th percentile is 1.9s for the random policy; median is 498ms, 90 th percentile is 4.3s and 99 th percentile is 25s for the load-spreading policy, median is 278ms, 90 th percentile is 1.23s and 99 th percentile is 5.8s for the NoMora policy with parameters p m = 105 and p r = 110; median is 185ms, 90 th percentile is 1s and 99 th percentile is 5.6s for the NoMora policy with parameters p m = 110 and p r = 115; median is 519s, 90 th percentile is 1484s and 99 th percentile is 2458s for the NoMora policy with preemption enabled and parameters p m = 105 and p r = 110; and median is 4812s, 90 th percentile is 13077s and 99 th percentile is 16251s for the NoMora policy with preemption enabled, β i,j = 0 and parameters p m = 105 and p r = 110.
Task placement latency
The NoMora policy with parameters p m = 105 and p r = 110 improves the median task placement latency by 1.56× compared to the random policy and by 1.79× compared to the load-spreading policy. The NoMora policy with parameters p m = 110 and p r = 115 improves the median task placement latency by 2.35× compared to the random policy and by 2.69× compared to the load-spreading policy.
In Figure 9 , it can be seen that the NoMora policy with preemption degrades the task response time, because of longer task placement latencies (Figure 8) . The CDF is truncated to 10,000s, because the trace includes long-running jobs that span the whole trace.
Limitations
Root task placement Gang scheduling means all the application's tasks are placed simultaneously. Certain applications (e.g., Spark, Tensorflow, STRADS), whose computation is done by all tasks together would benefit from having all their tasks placed simultaneously, reducing the task wait time and overall job runtime. In the current NoMora policy, the root task is placed before the other tasks in any available slot in the cluster, and the optimal placement of the other tasks is computed based on the placement of the root task. This can negatively impact the overall job performance. With gang scheduling, the cost between the root task and the other tasks is not known in the beginning, making it difficult to decide where to place all the tasks from the start.
Changes in network traffic NoMora accounts for the latency changes introduced by the traffic from tasks already placed in previous rounds. It does not account for the changes produced by tasks placed in the same round, e.g., the network latency measurements are not updated during the scheduling algorithm runtime. If a task's placement proves to be suboptimal due to the traffic generated by the tasks placed in the same scheduling round, the task can be migrated to a better placement.
Network bandwidth demands NoMora can be extended to avoid bandwidth oversubcription at the end-host, or bandwidth allocation can be done by a different system ( §8).
Related work
In general, incorporating network demands within the cluster scheduler has been treated as a separate problem from cluster schedulers that take into account only the host resources required by a job.
Network bandwidth guarantees Network throughput variability in cloud providers was an im-portant issue, with bandwidth varying by a factor of five in some cases [9] , leading to uncertain application performance and, consequently, tenant cost. Nowadays, cloud providers' commercial offerings list the expected network bandwidth for each type of VM. These changes fit with the observation that network bandwidth guarantees have improved in recent years [36, 37] . This improvement in network bandwidth guaranatees for tenants is the result of substantial research in the area. Allocating network bandwidth between endpoints was first described in the context of Virtual Private Networks (VPN) [16] . In the cloud computing model, the VPN customers can be assimilated with the tenants from the cloud, and a VPN endpoint's equivalent is a VM. The customer-pipe model is the allocation of bandwidth on paths between source-destination pairs of endpoints of the VPN. In this model, a full mesh between customers is required to satisfy the SLAs. In the hose model, an endpoint is connected with a set of endpoints, but the bandwidth allocation is not specified between pairs. Instead, the aggregate bandwidth required for the outgoing traffic to the other endpoints and the aggregate bandwidth required for the incoming traffic from the other endpoints in the hose is specified. These two models served as basis for bandwidth allocation in the cloud, with the hose model being frequently used [19, 44, 9, 23] . SecondNet [19] introduces an abstraction called virtual data centre (VDC) and multiple types of services. Gatekeeper [44] and EyeQ [23] use the hose model [16] and set minimum bandwidth guarantees for sending and receving traffic for a VM, which can be increased up to a maximum rate if unused capacity is available. Elastic-Switch [38] provides minimum bandwidth guarantees by dividing the hose model guarantees into VM-to-VM guarantees, and taking the minimum between the guarantees of the two VMs. Oktopus [9] uses the hose model (virtual cluster, where all the VMs are connected through a single switch) and virtual oversubscribed cluster model (groups of virtual clusters connected through a switch with an oversubscription factor). Proteus [50] authors analyse the traffic patterns of several MapReduce jobs, finding that the network demands of the applications change over time. They propose a time-varying network bandwidth allocation scheme, which is a variant of the hose model. CloudMirror [30] derives a network abstraction model, tenant application graph, based on the application's communication pattern, which have multiple tiers or components, and bandwidth within the component is allocated using the hose model. Profiling applications to determine their network throughput can help allocate bandwidth in a more efficient manner [50, 28] . This is similar to modeling the relationship between application performance and network latency based on experimental data, as we have done in Section 3. Choreo [27] measures the network throughput between VM pairs through packet trains, estimates the cross traffic, and locates bottleneck links. Based on the network measurements and application profiles (number of bytes sent), it makes VM placement decisions to minimise application completion time. The Choreo system is the closest system to the NoMora cluster scheduling architecture, where we use network latency measurements between pairs of hosts and application performance predictions dependent upon current network latency to decide where to place tenants' VMs. VM placement when providing network bandwidth guarantees usually starts by looking at subtrees in the topology to place the VMs, and goes upward in the tree to find a suitable allocation [9, 50, 10, 30] . CloudMirror [30] additionally incorporates an anticolocation constraint in the VM placement algorithm to ensure availability. SecondNet [19] builds a bipartite graph whose nodes are the VMs on the left side and the physical machines on the right side, and then finds a matching based on the weights of the edges of the graph using min-cost max-flow. The weights are assigned based on the available bandwidth of the corresponding server. This approach is similar to Quincy [21] and Firmament [17] , which also model the scheduling problem as a min-cost max-flow problem. Firmament's network-aware policy avoids bandwidth oversubscription at the end-host by incorporating applications network bandwidth demands into the flow graph. [33] proposes an algorithm for trafficaware VM placement that takes into account the traffic rates between VMs, and studies how different traffic patterns and data center network architectures im-pact the algorithm's outcome.
Tail network latency guarantees Silo [22] controls tenant's bandwidth to bound network queueing delay through packet pacing at the end-host. It then places VMs using a first-fit algorithm, while trying to place a tenant's VMs to minimise the amount of network traffic that the core links have to cary. QJump [18] computes rate limits for classes of applications, ranging from latency-sensitive applications for which it offeres strict latency guarantees to throughput-intensive ones for which latency can be variable. These systems provide worst-case latency guarantees. SNC-Meister [52] provides latency guarantees for lower percentiles, e.g., 99.9 th percentile, admitting more tenants in a data center as a result. It analyses tenant traces and computes their tail latencies, and then performs VM admission control.
Conclusion
We introduced latency-driven, application performance-aware cluster scheduling, and NoMora, a cluster scheduling framework that implements this type of policy. It exploits functions that predict application performance based upon network latency and dynamic network latency measurements between hosts to place tasks in a data center, providing them with improved application performance. The overall application performance improvement given by NoMora depends on the workload, network topology and on the network conditions in the data center. Using the Google cluster workload augmented with cloud latency measurements from [41] and with performance prediction functions, we showed that the NoMora policy improves the overall average application performance by up to 13.4% and by up to 42% if preemption is enabled, and improves the task placement latency by a factor of 1.79× and the median algorithm runtime by 1.16× compared to the baselines. This demonstrates that application performance can be improved by exploiting the relationship between network latency and application performance, and the current network conditions in a data center, while preserving the demands of low-latency cluster scheduling.
In future work, we will evaluate our cluster scheduling architecture on different cluster workloads and on an experimental testbed.
